Christie® CounterAct™ UR10 commercial UVC disinfection products use both UVC-LED upper room and patented Care222® far-UVC—plus visible light—within a single fixture for enhanced and safe airborne and surface disinfection in indoor public spaces around people.

Purpose-built for enhanced disinfection:

› As easy to install as traditional commercial lighting fixtures, with automated control via an app for both Care222 and UVC-LEDs
› Designed for 9-14’ (3-4m) ceiling-height applications
› Configurable, automated operation within the limits of current ACGIH and IEC occupational and environmental health guidelines, which may be reconfigured as guidelines evolve
› Complies with UL and CE standards for electrical, control, and photobiological safety
› Programmable to operate on a specific schedule
› Instant on/off at full output power
› Mercury-free light sources
› Able to operate over a wide range of ambient temperatures
› Wi-Fi wireless connectivity, or wired Ethernet connectivity
› Includes room lighting with the ability to choose your perfect white: from cool with blue undertones to warm with yellow undertones and hues in-between
› Available in black or white

Christie CounterAct UR10 is the first UVC disinfection product for occupied spaces that combines the benefits of filtered Care222 far-UVC light with UVC-LED upper room for enhanced inactivation of viruses and bacteria in the air we breathe and the surfaces we touch.

LEARN MORE ABOUT COUNTERACT

Get the information you need, from the science and studies behind UVC and far-UVC, to videos, downloadable resources, and more.
christiedigital.com/uv

 Photography for visual reference only. Final product may vary per region.
**Specifications**

**Christie CounterAct UR10**

**AC**
174-011103-01 UR10 W (white version)
174-012104-01 UR10 B (black version)

- **Power supply**: 100-240V
- **Power consumption**: 130W
- **Rated current**: 1300mA max
- **Frequency**: 50/60Hz
- **Emission wavelength**: 222nm (into occupied space) and 275nm (upper room)
- **Emission angle**: 222nm - 64° (to half-brightness)
- **Lamp replacement cycle**: Up to 10,000 hours for 275nm
- **Lamp type**: Surface disinfection: Care222®
  - Upper room air disinfection: 275nm UV-LED
  - Room lighting: 1,100 lumens (approx. 75W) that enables direct replacement of existing light fixtures

**Mounting**

- See the installation drawing for details

**Operating conditions**
- **Ambient temperature**: 0-40°C
- **Ambient humidity**: 10-85% RH
- **Altitude**: 0-2,000m

**Control**

- Remote-controlled via Android or iOS app (Wi-Fi) or wired RJ45 Ethernet connection

**Dimensions**

- **Size (D x H)**: 14.2 x 8.3” (360 x 211mm)
- **Weight**: 13.5lb (6.2kg)

**Warranty**

- 1 year

---

1 Tablet is not included. Android 5.0 and above / iOS 12.1 and above.

---

### 'UR' space, reclaimed

Typical placement of CounterAct UR10 fixtures in an indoor space

---

For the most current specification information, please visit christiedigital.com
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